
How Robust Are the Policy
Conclusions of the
St. Louis Equation?:
Some Further Evidence
Dallas S. Batten and Daniel L. Thornton

N a previous issue of this Review, we pn-ovided some
evidence that the policy conclusions of the St. Louis
equation an-c robust with respect to both the specifica-
tion of its lag structure and the imposition of polyno-
mial restn-ictions: monetary policy has a significant
long-run effect on aggn-egate income, while fscal policy
does not.’ This result is imnportant because it provides
evidence that these policy conclusions an-c not depen-
dent on the equation’s econometric specification, a
subject of continued debate since the equation fin-st
appeared. This conclusion, however, was based on the
use of only one technique — developed by Pagano and
Han’tley 11981)— for selecting the appropriate lag stnuc-
tun-e amid polynomial degree. Consequently, the general
sensitivity of the policy conclusions to the specifica-
tion of lag lengths and polvnomnial degnees remains an
issine.

The pun-pose of this an-ride is to use van’ious nnodel
selection criteria to investigate the impact of model
specification on the polic conclusions dr-awn fr-mn
the St. Louis equation .~ The evidence pn-esented hen-c

Dallas 5. Batten and Daniel L. Thornton are senioreconomists at the
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis, Sarah R. Driver provided re-
search assistance,
1See Batten and Thornton (1983).
2Since there has been an increased interest in techniques for specify-
ing lag lengths of finite distributed lag models, our results, although
data and model specific, should provide an experiential starting point
for those interested in using these procedures.

demonstrates that these conclusions are extn’emely
robust with n’espect to changes in either the lag stnuc-
ture or the polynomial restn-ictions. Thus, arguments
that the general policy conclusions of the St. Louis
equation are dependent upon an ad hoc econometric
specification are without nien’it.

THE PROBLEM OF MODEL
SPECIFICATION

To investigate the appropriate lag lengths for the St.
Lnuis equation, we employ the growth rate specifica-
tion, presented as equation I in table 1. The dots over
each variable represent quarter—to—quarter ann’nnal
nates of change, and ‘1, NI and C an-c nominal GNP,
ntionev the Ml definitioni and high-employment got’—
ernment expenditur-es, respectively.

The tin-st problem in estimating the St. Louis equa-
tion, or fon that matter’, any finite distnibuted lag model,
is to specify the order of the distributed lags Ii, K).
Model selection criter’ia typically trade off the bias
associated with specifring too short a lag or too low a
polvnomnial degr’eei against the ineffIciemicy associated
with selecting too long a lag Ion too high a polynomial
degree). In general, if either the lag is too long on- the
polynomial degn-ee too high, the estimates ~ill be un-
biased but inefficient, If either- the lag is too short or the

polynomial degree too low, the estin’nates wfll be biased
but efficient. Fun-thermore, since the St. Louis equation
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has two distributed lag variables, the resulting esti-
mates will be biased and may be inefficient if one lag is
too long and the other- too shor-t,3

Because differ-ent cr-iten-ia give different weights to
this bias/efficiency tr-ade-off, they may select different
lag structures land polynomial degn’eesl. In the context
of the St. Louis equation, this means that different
policy conclusions may be obtained simply because
diffen-ent weights an-c used for the bias/efficiency tn-ade-
off. In pan-ticular-, the conclusion that fiscal policy is
ineffective in the long nun may result langely from the
lack of efficiency of the estiniator. In on-den’ to investi-
gate this issue, we examine the genen’al conclusions
concer’ning monetary and fiscal policy effectiveness in
models selected by six diff’enent model selection cri-
teria. These cn’itenia wet-c chosen either- because they
are among the most commonly suggested or because
they represent a definite or-dering of the bias/efficiency
ttade-off,

3The actual conditions are somewhat more complicated than is indi-
cated here, Let 9 and 9* denote the assumed and correct lag length
and p and p~denote the assumed and correct degree of polynomial,
respectively. Estimates of the parameter vector will be biased it (a)
9=9* and p<p~,(b) 9<9’ and p=p’, or (c) 9>9*, p=p* and
9_ 9’> p* In the instance when 9— 9*Sp*, the polynomiaJ distrib-

uted lag estimates may be biased, but need not be. That is, there are
restrictions that may or may not be satisfied by the data. Further-
more, PDL estimators will be inefficient if 9 = 9’ and p >p~.See
Trivedi and Pagan (1979).

LAG-LENGTH SELECTION

The enter-ia employed here at-c: Pagano and Flartley’s
t-test IPH), Mallows’ (1973) Cp-statistic, Akaike’s (1970)
Final Prediction En-or IFPEI, Geweke and Meese’s
119811 Bayesian Estimation Ci-iterion IBECI, Schwarz’
119781 Bayesian Infon-mation Criterion ISBtC1 and the
standard F-test, See the appendix for- a br-ief descrip-
tion of these criteria,)

Each of the six alternative enter-ia for deter-mining
the appr-opriate lag lengths is used to select the lag
lengths II, K) for’ money and go~.’ernmnentexpenditur’es
gr-owth.4 To assess the sensitivity of the various tech-
niques to the selection of the maxinurm lag length I LI,
three values of L (8, 12 and 16) are specified initially for
each variable,

Empirical Results of
Lag-Length Selection

The St. Louis equation is estimnated over- the period
11/1962 to llI/I982.~The results n’epor-ted in table 2 show

4While it is unclear how the various criteria will select lags in the
general case, it is possible to order the selection when only two
alternative lag specifications, p and p ±q, are considered, The crite-
rion would pick p, using an F-test, in the following way: Cp if F<2;
FPEifF<2T/(T-r-p+ I) SBlCif F< 1 +l(T+p+

1
)(~~T_ 1)/q]; BEC

if F < I ±l(T — p — I )InT/(T —p — q — 1 )l where T is the sample size.
5The sample period is chosen to conform to that employed in Batten
and Thornton.
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that the chosen lag lengths differ’ by criterion and, to a
lessen extent, by the maximum lag length specified. For
example, when the maximum lag length was eight, the
PH criterion selected the lag on money gr-owth (II to be
five and the lag on government expenditure growth 1K)
to be zer~o,t~Both the FPE and Cp cn’iteria choose the
same lag on M hut a slightly longer lag on C. When the
maximum lag is increased to 12 and 16, both the FPE
and PH criteria select longen’ lags on M and G II = 10

and K = 91. The Cp statistic, however, is unaffected by
changing the maximum lag length. The Bayesian cr-He—
na also are unaffected by the choice of the maximum
lag length; howeyer, they select lags that are extn-emely
shon-t. Per-haps these criteria give too nuich weight to
efficiency in the bias/efficiency trade-off.7

‘rhe F-test appear-s to be the mnost sensitive to the
choice of the maximum lag length. It tends to in-
dicate shorter lags whenever the last significant lag
coefficient is followed by a nunthen- of insignificant
ones. The insignificant coefficients tend to dilute the
discriminating power of the F—test. Thus, it chooses a
much shorter’ lag when L is increased fl’om 12 to 16.
This is to be expected, however’, giyen the genen-al na-
ture of this test.

°Actually,the PH t-ratio for the second lag of G is 1.91 when the lag
on M is five. Thu; the PH technique nearly selects the same lag
structure (five on M and two on C) as does the FPE criterion.

‘The Bayesian criteria are designed to be asymptotically efficient in
that they select the correct lag length in large samples (see Geweke
and Meese for details). It appears, however, that they give this
property too much weight in small samples and select lags (and
polynomial degrees) that are too short. In a Monte Carlo experiment,
Geweke and Meese found that the probability of underfitting is about
50 percent even with a sample size of 50.
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Policy Effectiveness and the
I.ag Structure

To test for’ the long-run effectiveness of monetary
and fiscal policies, simple t-tests of the sums of the
distnibuted lag weights an-c pen-for-med. The n’csults of
these tests, for the lag stn-uctur’es r-eported in table 2, an-c
pn’esented in table 3. The summed effects of money
gn-owth on nominal income growth range fiomn 0.95 to
1.19, and the hypothesis that then-c is a one-no—one
relationship between money growth and gn-owth in
nominal income in the long n-un cannot he rejected fol
any of the lag snn’uctun-es.

‘Fhe summed effects of gover-nmenn expenditures on
nominal income range fnom —0.04 to 0.11 and, in con—
tn-ast to the estimated impacts of changes in money
growth, are not significantly different fi-om zero in ev-
ery instance when there is a lagged effect, of G. This
suggests that there is no long-n-un effect of C on nomi-
nal income growth. In the thn-ee models when-c only
contemporaneous C is included, however’, its coef-

Furthermore, for this analysis. the equation is constrained to con-
tain both variables, That is, the possibility that one of the criteria can
select a model in which either M or G is excluded completely
is precluded. If this constraint is removed, however, both Bayesian
criteria indicate that not even contemporaneous G should be
included in the equation.
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ficient is ahvays significant, a ncsult independent of the
lag on M,8This suggests that high-employment goven-n-
ment expenditures may have an immediate and

pen-manent impact on nominal output. When the mod-
els with “long” lags on both vaniahles Nt and CI are
tested against a model with a “long” lag on M and no
lag on O via a likelihood ratio test, however, the latter
model is rejected at the 5 percent significance level.9

That is, the model with tong lags on both variables is
prefen-red. In the preferred specification, t has a sig-
nificant short-nun effect, but no long-run effect on
nominal output.

The above r-esults suggest that the long-n-un policy
implications of the St. Lotnis equation are relatively
insensitive to the lag specification and, hence, to the
relative weighting of the bias/efficiency trade-off. Only
in the mnodels chosen by the Bayesian cn’itena does
goven-nment spending have a pen-manent effect on in-
come. The data suggest, however-, that longer- lag speci-
fications an’e prefen’able oven the shont ones chosen by
the Bayesian criteria. Consequently, it appear-s that
these criteria give too much weight to efficienc in the
bias/efficiency tnade-off.

It should be noted that, even though the long-run
(equilibrium) properties of the equation are quite
robust with respect to the lag stmucture, the short-run
dynamics differ- considerably, especially for a change
in money growth. In particular, the short-run impact of
a change in money growth is considerably lan’ger, and
lasts longer, in the models with relatively long lags on
money growth than in the shorter lag specifications.

POLYNOMIAL-DEGREE SELECTION

The pn-oblem of polynomial-degree selection is com-
pletely analogous to that of lag-length selection. To see
this, we note that the polynomial distributed lag P01<1
estimation technique assumes that the regression
coefficients on M and C (i.e., the ~s and ys) fall on
polynomials of degrees P and Q nespectively, where
P 71 1 and Q S K. These assuniptions an-c given by the
equations (2) in table 1. Given the lag lengths, I and K,
the equations in (21 can be combined with Ill to obtain
the PDL equation 131. Thus, selecting the polynomial
degree amnounts to choosing on-dens IP, QI of equation

°Estimatesof the equations that include onlycontemporaneous 6 and
lags of M from I to 10 are not qualitatively different from those
reported in table 3.

°Whenmodels with 10 lags on M and 9 or 8 lags of 6 are com-
pared with a model with 10 lags on M and only contemporaneous
C, the implied restrictions are rejected at the 5 percent significance
level, The calculated x’ statistics (5 percent critical values) are 24.39
(x2(9) = 16.9) and 17.28 (x2(B) = 15.5), respectively.

131. As with the specification of lag lengths, we must
specil~<the maximum polynomial degree that will be
considered initially. In this instance, howeven-, the
choice is not arbitn-any because the polynomial degree
cannot be larger than the lag length of the model we are
considering.

The application of the above procedure to all of the
models in the prcvious section would be tedious since
seven different lag stnnctures were selected by the vari-
ous critenia for diffen’ent maximum lag lengths. Thus, to
simpli~’choosing the polynomial degn-ee, a “best” lag
stniretun-e is chosen. To do this, each lag structun-e in
table 2 is tested against the other-s and agaimtst ar-b1-
ti-aril chosen lags of four-, six and twelve on both M
and C using a likelihood natio test. The resulting x4
statistics are reported in table 4. Because some of the
lag str-uctur-es repotted in table 2 differ- only slightly
flom each other’, the results of all the tests an-c not
repon’tcd.

These results indicate that the model with 10 lags on
M and 9 lags on C does well r’elative to all the others.
For example, when this model is tested against the
arbitrany model with six lags on both variables, the null
hypothesis that the additional four- lags on M and the
additional thnee lags on G ar-c all zero is n-ejected at the 5
percent significance level. This is also true of the other
“short” lag models, Funthen-mnoi-e, when this model is
compared with one with twelve lags on both variables,
the null hypothesis that the additional two lags on M
and the additional three lags on C an-c all zero cannot
be rejected. Indeed, only the longer lags chosen by the
PFI and FPE criteria cannot be rejected relative to all of
the othen specifications.Finally, it is interesting to note
that the extremely short lags of the Bayesian cnitenia are
generally r-ejected relative to the longer- lag specilica-
tions. While no amount of testing can be conclusive,
these results suggest that the longer- lag stn’uctun-e.s
selected by the PH and FPE criteria are the most appn-o-
priate. Consequently, the results of polynomial-degree
selection, which are n-eported below, are based on a
model with 10 lags on M and 9 on C.

Empirical Results of
Polynomial-Degree Selection

The same six criteria used to deten-mine the lag
length wer-e applied to the selection of the polynomial
degn-ee.’°The n-esults are presented in table 5.” These

‘°Becauseof their spurious nature, the endpoint constraints are not
imposed; see Thornton and Batten (1984).11The polynomial degrees chosen by the PH criterion here differ from
those reported in Batten and Thornton. In that article we attempted
to account for the preliminary test problem.
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Table 4

x2 Statistics for Lag Specification Tests
Lags on M and G
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MandG 109 66 52 44 20 00
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results are similan to those obtained in the lag-length
selection in that the FPE and PH enter-ia land in this
instance, Mallows’ CpI select n-elatively high polvno-
mial degrees, while the Bayesian cn-iten’ia select ex-
tremely low degn-ec polynomials. The Bayesian results
suggest that estimates of the 11 coefficients on M Icon-
tempon-ancous plus the 10 distributed lagsl and the 10
on C can be obtained by estimating only 2 polyno-
mial coefficients on M and only 1 on C. Indeed,
when the polynomial restrictions implied by the mod-
el selected by these cn-iten-ia are tested, they ar-c n-ejected
at the 5 percent significance level. On the other- hand,
when the implied polynomial n-estr-ictions of the FPE
and PH deter-mined specifications an-c tested, they can-
not be nejectcd.n2

Tests of the policy implications fi-om these PDL mod-
els arc presented in table 6. Again, the n-esults confin-ni
the robustness of the policy implications of the St.

Louis equation. ‘l’he summed effects of money growth
on nominal income gn-owth differ only slightly fn’om
those n-epon-ted in table 3 and range from 1.00 to 1.09,
Fun-then-mon-c, a test of the hypothesis that ther-e is a
one-to-one r-elationship between the growth n’ate in
money and nominal income gn-owth cannot be nejected
at the 5 pen-cent significance level for the van-bus sets of
polynomial n-estr’ictions.

‘2The ~2 statistic for testing the polynomial restrictions selected by the
Bayesian criteria is 52.64, compared with a critical value of x2(18)
28.9. For the FPE, PH and F-test selected PDL models, the x2

statistics (5 percent critical values) are 8.62 (x2(~)= 11.1), 11.19
(x2(6) = 12.6) and 23.21 (x2(10) = 18.3), respectively.

Polkv Effectiveness and the
Polynomial Degree
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Also, the summed coefficients on G ar’e nearly zero
and the hypothesis that they ar-c equal to zen-o cannot
be n-ejected at the 5 percent significance level. Thus, the

policy implications of the St. Louis equation also
appean- to be unaffected by the choice of polynomial
degn’ee.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper has investigated the robustness of the
policy conclusions of the St. Louis equation with re-
spect to its polynomial disti-ibuted lag specification. Six
alternative model specification cliten’ia have been used
to identify lag lengths and polynomial degn-ces, and
tests of policy effectiveness have been penionined on
each of these specifications.

In each case, the hypothesis that a I pencentagc
point increase in money growth leads ultimately to
a I percentage point increase in the rate of gr-owth
of nominal CNP cannot be rejected at conventional
levels of statistical significance. Alter-natively, high-
employment goven’nment spending has a permanent
impact on the n-ate of gn-owth of nominal CNP only
when contemporaneous government spending
gn-owth alone is included with the distnibutcd lag of
money growth in the model. This specification, how-
ever, is consistently rejected when tested against
higher- order specifications. Consequently, the general
conclusion from this study is that, in the long run,

monetary policy is effective and fiscal policy is ineffec-
tive in influencing the growth of CNP, This result is
almost totally insensitive to altennative lag stn’uctures
on’ polynomial specifications.
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Appendix: Model Selection Criteria

The criteria employed hen-c can be outlined with-
in the fi’amcwonk of the following distributed lag
inodd:

Ill

where X is a T by (9+11 matrix of distributed lag
variables, j3 is a(9 + ii by I vecton’of pan-ameters and E

is a T by I vector’ of disturbances. The initial step in
implementing any of these techniques is to specift’ a
maximum lag length, L.

Pagano-Hartley t-test

The Pagano-Han-tley technique employs a Cram-
Schmidt decomposition of the observation matrix.
Specifically,

X = QN,

where Q is a matrix whose columns for-rn an ortho-

normal basis for X, and N is an uppen triangular
matrix with positive diagonal elements. Equation (II
can now be rewritten as

(2) YQN~+e=QX+E,whereX=N~.

To select the appr-opniate lag length, Pagano and
Hartley suggest choosing the smallest j for’ which
the hypothesis,

Hni : Xni = 0,

can be rejected. The PH technique also enables
efficient calculation of the other’ lag—length selection
statistics discussed below.

Mallows’ C’p-statistic

An alternative to the PH technique is to consider-
minimizing some function of the residual sum of
squares. One such statistic is Mallows’ Cp-statistic,
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which is based upon a mean square en-ror prediction
norm. The Cp-statistic is defined as

CPLi = ~Z RSS~_~— T + 2 lL+1—jl,

j=0,1,..,, L,

where RSSn, i denotes the residual sum of squares
with j restrictions imposed and s2

= RSSn/ll’ — L — II.

As j increases from zero to L, the Cp-statistic tn-ades
off some reduction in the variance of pn’ediction fon
an increase in the bias. The value of j for which the
Cp-statistic is a minimum is the one that minimizes
the expected mean square error of prediction. It can
be shown that the Cp-statistic will attain a local
minimum whenever the I-statistic on the marginal
distributed lag coefficient is greater than or equal
to VT.

.elkaike’s FPE Criterion

Another criterion based on a mean square error
prediction norm is Akaike’s Final Prediction Error’
FPEI criterion, defined as

T + IL+1—jl ~
55

m.—i

FPEL_i = T — IL+1—j) T ‘ I,..., L.

Like Mallows’ Cp-statistic, the FPE criterion at-
tempts to balance the “risk” due to bias when short-
er lag lengths ar-c selected against the “risk” due to
the increase in variance when longer lag lengths are
chosen. Hsiao 19811 has shown that minimizing the
FPE is equivalent to applying an approximate se-
quential F-test with varying significance levels.

Bayesian Criteria

Two Bayesian cnitcnia have been suggested that
select the correct lag length asymptotically. The first
of these is Schwarz’ Bayesian Information Criterion
ISBICI and is given by

RSSn_i ,lnT
SBIC = In T—L--1+j + lL+1—il--j---

j=0,i,,,,, L.

The second, suggested by Ceweke and Meese, is the
Bayesian Estimation Criterion (BEC) given by

RSSn~i InT
BEC = T—L—1+j + (L+1_l)sz

j=0,1,..., L

Since choosing a lag length that is too long does
not result in biased estimates of the distributed lag
parameters, the only advantage of the Bayesian cni-
lena is asymptotic efficiency.

The Standard F-test

A final procedure involves calculating a sequential
F-statistic, defined as

En_i = lRSSr,_i_ 1 lISSn,l/lj+1152, j0, 1,..., L,

and selecting the lag length as the first L — j fon
which the null hypothesis 13, = ~ = -“ =

13
m.-i

= Q, is n-ejected.

These procedures also can be applied to the pn’ob-
1cm of polynomial degree selection. Once the lag
length is selected, deten-mining the polynomial de-
gree amounts to nothing more than selecting the
length of the vector of polynomial coefficients,


